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The bestselling suspense author shows her softer side in this endearing love story of two searching hearts. . . .

Georgia Enright has dedicated her life to dance. But at age twenty-six, her hopes of becoming a lead dancer
are dashed. So she ventures to Pumpkin Hill, an old farm owned by her newly found half sister, Laura
Bishop, to contemplate her future. There, discovering an affinity for country life -- and a barn just perfect for
giving dance lessons -- Georgia enjoys an oasis of peace . . . until Matthew Bishop arrives.

An abandoned child taken in by the same parents who adopted Laura, Matt has plans of his own for that barn
-- plans that include a veterinary clinic, not a ballet studio! The only thing the rugged doctor resents more
than Laura's interest in her birth family is his having to share the premises with one of them. Yet he can't
deny there's something about Georgia that has brightened his world -- and if he's not careful, she just may
dance into his heart.
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From reader reviews:

Jeannine Ricks:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Book is very important thing for
us to understand everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that e-book
has different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book. These are reading
whatever they take because their hobby will be reading a book. What about the person who don't like looking
at a book? Sometime, man feel need book if they found difficult problem or exercise. Well, probably you
will need this Moon Dance.

James Dickens:

The book Moon Dance can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. Exactly why must we leave the great thing like a book Moon Dance? A number of you have a
different opinion about reserve. But one aim that book can give many information for us. It is absolutely
proper. Right now, try to closer along with your book. Knowledge or details that you take for that, you are
able to give for each other; you can share all of these. Book Moon Dance has simple shape but you know: it
has great and big function for you. You can search the enormous world by open and read a publication. So it
is very wonderful.

Carl Moss:

Here thing why that Moon Dance are different and trustworthy to be yours. First of all studying a book is
good but it really depends in the content than it which is the content is as delightful as food or not. Moon
Dance giving you information deeper including different ways, you can find any publication out there but
there is no book that similar with Moon Dance. It gives you thrill reading through journey, its open up your
eyes about the thing in which happened in the world which is perhaps can be happened around you. You can
actually bring everywhere like in playground, café, or even in your way home by train. In case you are
having difficulties in bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of Moon Dance in e-book can be your
choice.

Henry Carlino:

Now a day individuals who Living in the era just where everything reachable by connect with the internet
and the resources within it can be true or not call for people to be aware of each info they get. How people
have to be smart in receiving any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book.
Examining a book can help folks out of this uncertainty Information mainly this Moon Dance book as this
book offers you rich details and knowledge. Of course the data in this book hundred per-cent guarantees
there is no doubt in it everbody knows.
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